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Non-central collisions produce 
matter with net magnetic field 
and angular momentum (rotation).

B ∼ 1015 T

J ∼ 107 ℏ

103 times larger than the surface 
magnetic field of the magnetar

Largest spin states of nuclei (Yrast states) < 100 ħ 
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Triangle (ABJ) Anomalies

<latexit sha1_base64="F3raL3LkZG7fQ4ep71ylBhjCx0s=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ
A = � e2

16⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�Fµ⌫F↵�

<latexit sha1_base64="bgq6eO7GCShD4bpX2wkt8H5dwNU=">AAADA3icjVHLahRBFL3dRo3jIxPdCG4ah4gIDjXjYIIg5AEh4CavSQKpTFNd1iRFqruL7uqB2Mwym/xAFoGAAZGQnbh15cYfcJFPkCwjuMkitx+gMfi4Tfc9de49p29VeVrJ2BBybNlXBq5euz54o3Lz1u07Q9Xhu0txmERctHmowmjFY7FQMhBtI40SKzoSzPeUWPY2p7L6ck9EsQyDRbOlxZrP1gPZlZwZpNzq/qsO9RPnpfOUdiPGU9Fp9tMW1RKzQ4WOpQqDToo9NEgoU3qDUU8Y1p9wkXCoZpGRTLlFyUE2q1Yu+o39h59TGE676a+sW62ROsnDuQwaJahBGbNh9T1QeA0hcEjABwEBGMQKGMT4rEIDCGjk1iBFLkIk87qAPlRQm2CXwA6G7CZ+13G1WrIBrjPPOFdz/IvCN0KlAyPkKzkkp+QLOSLfyNkfvdLcI5tlC7NXaIV2h3buL/z4p8rHbGDjp+qvMxvowlg+q8TZdc5ku+CFvvdm93ThxfxI+ogckBOc/y05Jp9xB0HvO383J+b3oIIX0Pj9uC+DpWa98bzenGvVxifLqxiEB/AQHuN5j8I4zMAstIFbA9YT65nVsrftI/uD/bFota1Scw8uhP3pHN/exdE=</latexit>

Kµ = � e2

4⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�A⌫@↵A� = � e2

8⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�A⌫F↵�

QED:

QCD:

Usually only the flavor-singlet is anomalous.

<latexit sha1_base64="o8Sn4Fy3KK3UIWQDfM0szv6+drc=">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</latexit>

@µj
µa
A = � g2

16⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�trFµ⌫F↵� trt

a

<latexit sha1_base64="O37pnCDHttF2oPXlGUEC9unAkuE=">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</latexit>

Kµ = �e2Nf

16⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�trA⌫(F↵� � 2

3
A↵A�)

<latexit sha1_base64="Kj0DV+CTllC+XoedGVix+m7+y8o=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ
A = @µK

µ Very interesting form!
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Performing the space-time integration of
<latexit sha1_base64="Kj0DV+CTllC+XoedGVix+m7+y8o=">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</latexit>

@µj
µ
A = @µK

µ

<latexit sha1_base64="E31fNYK41RqyMR4roQuuXGtHmIo=">AAACxHichVHLShxBFD12TGImD8e4CbgpHBQDcahJ4gNhwAcEV+JrVLC16W5rTMXqB93VQyaDfoA/4MKVQhDJZwQhP5CFnxBcqrjJIrd7GvKQJLe76t576pxbt6qcUMlYc37eYdzpvHvvfteDwsNHj590F3uersRBErmi5gYqiNYcOxZK+qKmpVZiLYyE7TlKrDo7M+n6akNEsQz8Zd0MxYZnb/uyLl1bE2QVLVP6mm3Rv/nqvfmCmaEdaWkry/QS9s6a2iRfqLKc9StBszlrhFXTeUhXiVDXzedsOM+Hc8AqlniZZ8ZuB5U8KCG3+aB4AhNbCOAigQcBH5piBRsxfeuogCMkbAMtwiKKZLYusIsCaRNiCWLYhO7QvE3Zeo76lKc140zt0i6KRkRKhgH+lZ/yS/6Ff+Lf+Pe/1mplNdJemuSdtlaEVvf+s6Wb/6o88hpvf6r+2bNGHeNZr5J6DzMkPYXb1jc+HFwuTSwOtAb5Mb+g/o/4Of9MJ/AbV+7HBbF4iAI9QOXP674drLwsV0bLIwuvS5PT+VN0oQ/9GKL7HsMkZjGPGu17hgtc4dp4YygjNpI21ejINb34zYy9H6PXq58=</latexit>Z
dtd3x @µj

µ
A =

Z
dt @tN5 = N5(t = 1)�N5(t = �1)

Left-hand side is:

Right-hand side is:
<latexit sha1_base64="ZNmUQPLpUsDdsczwA2jGu8lqhP0=">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</latexit>Z

dtd3x @µK
µ =

Z
dt @t⌫ = ⌫(t = 1)� ⌫(t = �1)

<latexit sha1_base64="24vjJsa71zYdrkkVKPo7EmVJ8lE=">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</latexit>

N5 =

Z
d3x j0A =

Z
d3x h ̄�0�5 i

<latexit sha1_base64="Iu3xJHoz5ZjwXs+ntWHC4F4slqo=">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</latexit>

⌫ =

Z
d3xK0 (Chern-Simons charge)Winding Number

<latexit sha1_base64="BF+UY3j2z3LmMbQtnUVvttlPtdE=">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</latexit>

QW
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Simple example:

In the case of the U(1) electromagnetic theory:

This itself is not gauge invariant, but the integral is!

<latexit sha1_base64="gjLJo9Dq0PMNB0eSW51huhZK+3Y=">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</latexit>

⌫ =

Z
dd�1xK0

Magnetic Helicity

Chiral anomaly dictates a new conservation law of 
the chiral charge and the magnetic helicity!

<latexit sha1_base64="Ffnapw1t0VJvHyI0zdnSRP5M5fY=">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</latexit>

K0 = � e2

8⇡2
✏ijkAiFjk =

e2

4⇡2
A ·B

<latexit sha1_base64="xbvtfWR2AlM+f6jGoAC8J3MnOco=">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</latexit>

⌫ =
e2

4⇡2

Z
d3xA ·B
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Energy

<latexit sha1_base64="MPya7w4eBOMrSGfotADtEJih9CY=">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</latexit>

|✓i =
X

⌫

ei✓⌫ |⌫i
Instanton

True vacuum should be the “bloch state”

Strong q-term emerges from
<latexit sha1_base64="nU0cNx8hYH0VQ5mTFc4k8Hu+UkQ=">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</latexit>

h✓|✓i =
X

⌫1,⌫�1

h⌫1|⌫�1i e�i✓(⌫1�⌫�1)

Sphaleron

<latexit sha1_base64="BF+UY3j2z3LmMbQtnUVvttlPtdE=">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</latexit>
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Genuine QCD Lagrangian should be

q is one of the physical constants to be determined by 
the experiment ← Violation of P and CP (or T)

November 24, 2010 @ KEK

q -Vacuum and Strong CP Violation

Topological Structure and q -Vacuum

 

Strong q -Term

〈∣〉   SQCD = −
1

2 g
2

tr F F


 
1

162
tr F 

F


∣〉=∑


e
i∣ 〉

Manton
Faddeev
Jackiw-Rebbi

(Bloch state)

Spin

EDM

+

-This q can be absorbed by U(1)A rotations

 (or even smaller)θ < 10−11

Electric Dipole Moment is 
sensitive to P and CP

<latexit sha1_base64="vQs2hOjpRnfiMDi7WjbaQ77PE1E=">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</latexit>

LQCD = � 1

2g2
trFµ⌫F

µ⌫ + ✓
1

16⇡2
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Even the heavy-ion collision would not 
change the physical constant, but…

Positive 
Chiral 

Domain

Negative 
Chiral 

Domain
Negative 
Chiral 

Domain

Positive 
Chiral 

Domain

Negative 
Chiral 

Domain

Positive 
Chiral 

Domain

Local Parity Violation 
(LPV)

Parity-violating condensate ~ background q
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In the heavy-ion collision time-dependent (and space too) 
q could be induced by the change in the QCD vacuum.

Such backgrounds would also induce a q term in the 
electromagnetic sector → Chern-Simons-Maxwell theory

The last term is a surface term (in other words, topological 
invariant if integrated), and no contribution to dynamics 
as long as q is constant, but…

<latexit sha1_base64="/aYxQ/oCeKjiu1n1gAQOhex3Z3I=">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</latexit>

LCSM = �1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ + ✓
e2

16⇡2
✏µ⌫↵�Fµ⌫F↵�
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Equations of Motion

Differentiating Chern-Simons Maxwell theory

r ·E = ⇢+
e2

2⇡2
r✓ ·B

<latexit sha1_base64="KDSs+0ys0qxaZfeSE9d5lEvrQM4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KDSs+0ys0qxaZfeSE9d5lEvrQM4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KDSs+0ys0qxaZfeSE9d5lEvrQM4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KDSs+0ys0qxaZfeSE9d5lEvrQM4=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="J+uI8PgNp/dvLuS/dE49ZTzJ1Lo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+uI8PgNp/dvLuS/dE49ZTzJ1Lo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+uI8PgNp/dvLuS/dE49ZTzJ1Lo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+uI8PgNp/dvLuS/dE49ZTzJ1Lo=">AAADPnichVHNihNBEK4Z/9b4s1EvgpfGsCKIoSYIiiAuKwse98fsLmRi6JntZHu354eeTiAO8wK+gAdPCssivoTgxRfwkBcQRMTDCnrwYGVm1Oig1jBd1V/VV/V1txcrmRjEiWUfOXrs+Im5k7VTp8+cna+fO7+RREPti7YfqUhveTwRSoaibaRRYivWggeeEpve3r1pfnMkdCKj8IEZx6Ib8EEo+9LnhqBefeJ6kdpOxgG51A25p3jGXCMDkcxmljJ2nbl9zf3Ujbk2kqvZ9HKW/cSZydgdNpvdzdi1kiwetrK05caSPNXIgeqwH8Qe0uAdYTirTq6KLEqrSpeLvrrbqzewibmxauCUQQNKW4nqB+DCNkTgwxACEBCCoVgBh4S+DjiAEBPWhZQwTZHM8wIyqBF3SFWCKjihe7QOaNcp0ZD2055JzvZpiqJfE5PBAr7FF3iIb/Alvsdvf+2V5j2mWsbkvYIr4t7844vrX/7LCsgb2PnF+qdmA324lWuVpD3Okekp/II/evTkcP322kJ6BZ/jB9L/DCf4mk4Qjj77+6ti7SnU6AGcP6+7Gmy0mg42ndUbjcWl8inm4BJchqt03zdhEe7DCrTBt+5awgqtyH5lv7M/2p+KUtsqORfgN7O/fgceAuDt</latexit>

Chiral Magnetic Effect AQHE

Electric current along the magnetic direction!?
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Interpretations
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Right-handed particles 
Momentum parallel to Spin

Left-handed particles 
Momentum anti-parallel to Spin

Chiral Magnetic Effect

 induces chirality imbalance → Nonzero current∂0θ
often denoted as  (chiral chemical potential)μ5
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j ⇠ µ5B

j5 ⇠ µB
<latexit sha1_base64="pOAx4bEKuvxXCiZDJgR8SYTQqYM=">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</latexit>

Various Chiral Effects

CME

CSE

Spin Polarization Material under B

B ⇠ µ!
<latexit sha1_base64="0MN7OXEH83qxjyE2vc+IKaNGOFA=">AAACj3ichVG7SgNBFD2u7/iK2gg2waCIRbhRQbGQoI12vqKCK2F3HeOQfbG7CcSQH7Cys7BSEBF7WwUbf8DCTxBLBRsLbzYLvlDvsnPPnLnnzpkZ3TWlHxA9NCiNTc0trW3tsY7Oru6eeG/fuu8UPUNkDcd0vE1d84UpbZENZGCKTdcTmqWbYkMvzNfWN0rC86VjrwVlV2xbWt6Wu9LQAqZy8TFVd8wdv2xxqsxVE6ovrYRqFT/TqmOJvFbNxZOUojASP0E6AklEseTEz6FiBw4MFGFBwEbA2IQGn78tpEFwmdtGhTmPkQzXBaqIsbbIVYIrNGYLPOZ5thWxNs9rPf1QbfAuJv8eKxMYpnu6oGe6o0t6pLdfe1XCHjUvZc56XSvcXM/BwOrrvyqLc4C9D9WfngPsYjr0Ktm7GzK1Uxh1fWn/6Hl1ZmW4MkKn9MT+T+iBbvkEdunFOFsWK8eI8QOkv1/3T7A+nkpPpGh5MpmZi56iDYMYwijf9xQyWMASsrzvIa5wjRulV5lSZpVMvVRpiDT9+BLK4juE7Zsu</latexit>

Rotation

j5 ⇠ µ2!
<latexit sha1_base64="QW5gMYiibThnyVseOccDsnS2G4w=">AAACk3ichVHLSiNBFD2278yMiQ6C4CYYIrMKN46i6EbUhRvBVx6Q1tDdlpky/aK7E4ghPzBrwYUrBZFh/sCtLvwBF37CMMsMuHExN50GnRFnblF1T517z61bVbprSj8geuhRevv6BwaHhmPv3n8YiSdGx/K+U/MMkTMc0/GKuuYLU9oiF8jAFEXXE5qlm6KgV1c78UJdeL507N2g4Yo9S6vY8lAaWsBUOZFRdcc88BsWu+ZRqzyXVH1pJVWrtj/zMqQ6lqhorXIiRRkKLfkaZCOQQmSbTuIKKg7gwEANFgRsBIxNaPB5lJAFwWVuD03mPEYyjAu0EGNtjbMEZ2jMVnmt8K4UsTbvOzX9UG3wKSZPj5VJpOmevlGb7ug7/aCnN2s1wxqdXhrs9a5WuOX414mdx/+qLPYBvjyr/tlzgEMshL1K7t0Nmc4tjK6+fnza3lncTjen6YJ+cv/n9EA3fAO7/su43BLbZ4jxB2T/fu7XID+TyX7O0NZsankl+oohTGIKn/i957GMdWwix+ee4Bo3uFXGlSVlRVnrpio9keYj/jBl4zfz0Zyi</latexit>

Angular Velocity
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In the heavy-ion collision, it is very difficult to control 
the vacuum properties, and so far, there is no positive 
evidence for the chiral magnetic effect.

In condensed-matter physics situations, there is no way 
to control the time- and space-dependent q angle 
(there are several proposals, though).

However, what we need is not necessarily the q angle, 
but the parity-odd backgrounds should be introduced.
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B

E

Electric currents flow 
 in directions perpendicular to E

Ohm’s Law

Hall Current

CME

Chiral imbalance provided by E ·B not by µ5
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Boost

j0 = ne

B B0 ' B

E0 ' (v/c)B

jHall = j0 ' v · ne = nec
B E

Classical Hall Conductivity

Textbook argument for “classical” Hall effect
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B

E
jOhm = �E

jCME = (E ·B)B / B2

j = (�Ohm + �CME)E �CME / B2

Only this is external

Son-Spivak (2012)

Generated Chirality

Signature for Anomaly
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FIG. 2: Magnetoresistance in field parallel to current ( ~B k a) in ZrTe5. (a) MR at various

temperatures. For clarity, the resistivity curves were shifted by 1.5 m⌦cm (150 K), 0.9 m⌦cm

(100 K), 0.2 m⌦cm (70 K) and �0.2 m⌦cm (5 K). (b) MR at 20K (red symbols) fitted with the

CME curve (blue line); inset: temperature dependence of the fitting parameter a(T ) in units of

S/(cm T2).

observed resistivity can be fitted with a simple quadratic term (Supplementary materials,

Fig. S1). This term is treated as a background and subtracted from the parallel field

component for all MR curves recorded at T  100 K.

A negative MR is observed for T  100 K, increasing in magnitude as temperature

decreases. We found that the magnetic field dependence of the negative MR can be nicely

fitted with the CME contribution to the electrical conductivity, given by �CME = �0 +

a(T )B2, where �0 represents the zero field conductivity. The fitting is illustrated in Fig.

2(b) for T = 20 K, with an excellent agreement between the data and the CME fitting

curve. At 4 Tesla, the CME conductivity is about the same as the zero-field conductivity.

At 9T, the CME contribution increases by ⇠ 400%, resulting in a negative MR that is

much stronger than any conventional one reported at an equivalent magnetic field in a

non-magnetic material.

At very low field, the data show a small cusp-like feature. The origin of this feature is not

completely understood, but it probably indicates some form of anti-localization coming from

the perpendicular ( ~B k b) component. Inset in Fig. 2(b) shows the temperature dependence

of the fitting parameter a(T ), which decreases with temperature faster than 1/T , again

consistent with the CME.

6

FIG. 1: Magnetoresistance in ZrTe5. (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity in ZrTe5 in mag-

netic field perpendicular to the cleavage plane ( ~B k b). The inset shows the electron di↵raction from

a single crystal looking down the (001) direction. (b) Magnetoresistance at 20 K for several angles

of the applied field with respect to the current as depicted in the inset. (c) The same data as in (b),

plotted on the logarithmic scale, emphasizing the contrast between extremely large positive mag-

netoresistance for magnetic field perpendicular to current ( ~B k b) and negative magnetoresistance

for the field parallel to current ( ~B k a).

higher temperatures and we observe a very large classical positive magnetoresistance in the

whole temperature range, consistent with previous studies.20

Panels (b-c) in Fig. 1 show the MR measured at 20 K for several angles of the applied

magnetic field with respect to the current along the chain direction. The angle rotates from

b- to a-axis, so that at � = 90�, the field is parallel to the current ( ~B k a) - the so-called

Lorentz force free configuration. When magnetic field is aligned along the b-axis (� = 0), the

MR is positive and quadratic in low fields, and tends to saturate in high fields, consistent

with a classical behavior.26 When magnetic field is rotated away from the b-axis, the positive

MR drops with cos�, as expected for the Lorentz force component. However, in the Lorentz

force free configuration ( ~B k a), we see a large negative MR, a clear indication of CME in

this material.

Fig. 2 shows the MR at various temperatures in a magnetic field parallel to the current.

At elevated temperatures, T � 110 K, the ⇢ vs B curves show a small upward curvature, a

contribution from inevitable perpendicular field component due to an imperfect alignment

between current and magnetic field. In fact, the small perpendicular field contribution to the

5

Lorentz force = “Classical” MR 
Perpendicular E and B are Lorentz force free

Negative “magnetoresistance”Li, Kharzeev, et al. (2016)
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The community has invested a lot to find the topological 
effect in the heavy-ion collision. → Isobar Experiment

So far, no evidence… why?

Various backgrounds:

By

z

y x
Ez
Bz

Fluctuation contributions from flows etc. etc.

Not only B but also shell structures and nuclear shapes 
are slightly but significantly different!
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Physics in the large-Nc limit
Only mesons (pions) and baryons are too heavy.

How to retrieve baryons?

Topological winding of pions!
What is the topological winding?
The simplest example:  fundamental homotopy group

<latexit sha1_base64="1I6sPxc3k7TwbQj5OlWnVFufKbI=">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</latexit>

⇡1(S
1) = Z
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<latexit sha1_base64="1I6sPxc3k7TwbQj5OlWnVFufKbI=">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</latexit>

⇡1(S
1) = Z

Suppose a configuration, , with z periodic.Σ = eiα(z)

Going through one period in ,  gets  (which 
gives the same ). → n = (winding number)

z α(z) 2πn
Σ

One-dimensional pion configuration:
<latexit sha1_base64="JQaLeCIdbWiIgLpgJe4IJwjnLV8=">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</latexit>

⌃ = ei⇡
0(z)⌧3/f⇡
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Three pions are “angular variables” on the sphere.
<latexit sha1_base64="IiMAJl+kyg0g1ZxVBHRagEYXgFM=">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</latexit>

S3 Surface of 4-D sphare

Or… the infinity in spatial 3-D *contracted* to a point 
(easier to make a picture? Monopole charge)

<latexit sha1_base64="EeXaBVUZryaGnXY89bp58zY6iLc=">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</latexit>

⌃ = ei(⇡
1(x)⌧1+⇡2(x)⌧2+⇡3(x)⌧3)/f⇡

describes

<latexit sha1_base64="lAE/2LIkHA3sidhpx5fBcBQ6G2M=">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</latexit>

⇡3(S
3) Physics symbol for particles

Math symbol for S3 in target space
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It is possible to make a winding configuration 
of neutral and charged pions.  →  Skyrmion

Dominated by charged pions

Dominated by neutral pions

<latexit sha1_base64="V24ZAvgnRNcKc8WCS3GYF/ZLld4=">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</latexit>

(⇡+)2 + (⇡�)2 = (const.)

<latexit sha1_base64="xgGwz+w4IB2hQeE2k8X2YGmF2ns=">AAACjXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQtoaMQUZMYZa8YZKWgraMQUZ6bnJoI4tgoxJakVJdUayfl5xSV6mrXxAsoGegZgoIDJMIQylBmgICBfYDlDDEMKQz5DMkMpQy5DKkMeQwmQncOQyFAMhNEMhgwGDAVAsViGaqBYEZCVCZZPZahl4ALqLQWqSgWqSASKZgPJdCAvGiqaB+SDzCwG604G2pIDxEVAnQoMqgZXDVYafDY4YbDa4KXBH5xmVYPNALmlEkgnQfSmFsTzd0kEfyeoKxdIlzBkIHThdXMJQxqDBditmUC3F4BFQL5Ihugvq5r+OdgqSLVazWCRwWug+xca3DQ4DPRBXtmX5KWBqUGzGbiAEWCIHtyYjDAjPUMzPdNAE2UHJ2hUcDBIMygxaADD25zBgcGDIYAhFGhvH8MWhr0M+5j4mUyZbJjsIEqZGKF6hBlQAJM7AEQOlt4=</latexit>

(⇡3)2 + (�)2 = (const.)

This winding number is identified 
as the Baryon Number.
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In the large-Nc limit, nuclear matter is 
given by multi-Skyrmions.

……
If Skyrmions are solved with periodic bounadry condition 
(with some factor in isospin space), it is “matter” and 
by construction, this state is *inhomogeneous*.

Skyrme Crystals

(Klebanov 1985, Goldhaber-Manton 1987)
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Couling to the magnetic field — 1D case
<latexit sha1_base64="JQaLeCIdbWiIgLpgJe4IJwjnLV8=">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</latexit>

⌃ = ei⇡
0(z)⌧3/f⇡ A new term arises from anomaly!

H =
1

2
(r⇡0)2 +m2

⇡f
2
⇡

⇥
1� cos(⇡0/f⇡)

⇤
�

µ

4⇡2f⇡
B ·r⇡0

<latexit sha1_base64="rcRE5+t73u1AJSsA17RGQRTyCHQ=">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</latexit>

symmetry breaking
WZW (anomaly)

* Exactly the same Hamiltonian as the 
   “Chiral Soliton Lattice” for a chiral magnet.
* The mass terms favors trivial π0 = 0, 2π, etc.

* Finite baryon density requires inhomogeneous .π0(z)
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Chiral Soliton Lattice

Kishine et al., PRL108, 107202 (2012)

No symmetry breaking

Explicit breaking
H ⇠ m (mass) in QCD

<latexit sha1_base64="eC5PN98ptC82wX6R69qXf/4qFBQ=">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</latexit>
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B

Baryon density localized 
on periodic domain walls

nB =
@hHi

@µ
=

Bz

4⇡2f⇡
@z⇡

0
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This can be understood as Skyrmions under B:
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Trace anomaly tells us a lot about matter properties!

Conformality must be quantified by the trace 
of the (symmetrized) energy-momentum tensor.

Noether Currents

Energy-momentum tensor (Noether current for translation symmetry)

Under the transformation, x
⌫
! x

⌫
� ✏⌫, the field and the Lagrangian density change as

�(x) ! �(x) + ✏⌫@⌫� , L ! L + ✏⌫@⌫L .

From the expression of Noether’s current, we immediately find,

⇥
µ
⌫ =

@L

@(@µ�)
@⌫� � �

µ
⌫L ,

which satisfies @µ⇥
µ
⌫ = 0. Four conserved charges correspond to

(Energy) =
Z

d
3
x⇥0

0 , (Momentum) =
Z

d
3
x⇥0

i
.

Note that ⇥µ⌫ = g
⌫�⇥

µ
� is not necessarily symmetric w.r.t. µ$ ⌫.

* The definition and an interpretation of ⇥µ⌫ is very subtle...
Consider the following example:

[Prob. 3] In electrodynamics calculate, ⇥µ⌫ =
@L

@(@µA�)
@⌫A� � g

µ⌫
L, to find,

⇥µ⌫ = �F
µ
�@
⌫
A
� +

1
4

g
µ⌫

F�⇢F
�⇢ . ( Not gauge invariant!?)

Kenji Fukushima / TA : Yusuke Shimada Quantum Field Theory I (01) 9 / 1

QCD Lagrangian has almost no energy scale 
(other than small quark masses).

Is the trace vanishing???
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↵s(Q
2) =

1

�0 ln(Q2/⇤2
QCD)

Remember the running coupling constant!

2

prehensive quantity than v2s . Here, we extract the trace
anomaly from the EoSs inferred from the NS data [44, 47–
49]. We discuss the conformal limits h⇥iT,µB ! 0 and
v2s ! 1/3, and clarify the di↵erence. We show that the
enhancement in the sound velocity is not in contradiction
with conformality. We then discuss the possibility that
the trace anomaly is positive definite at all densities. We
give a number of arguments for the positivity of the trace
anomaly and discuss implications for NS physics.

Trace anomaly at finite baryon density: Scale trans-
formations lead to the dilatation current j⌫D = xµTµ⌫

for which @⌫j⌫D = Tµ
µ = ⇥ [50]. For conformal theo-

ries ⇥ = 0 but in QCD both quark masses and the trace
anomaly explicitly break the scale invariance as [51, 52]

⇥ =
�

2g
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫
a + (1 + �m)

X

f

mf q̄fqf , (1)

where �/2g = �(11� 2Nf/3)↵s/8⇡+O(↵2
s) is the QCD

beta function and �m = 2↵s/⇡+O(↵2
s) is the anomalous

dimension of the quark mass.
At finite T and/or µB, the expectation value involves a

matter contribution as h⇥i = h⇥iT,µB + h⇥i0 where h⇥i0

represents the vacuum expectation value at T = µB = 0.
In this work we will focus on the matter contribution only
given by

h⇥iT,µB = "� 3P . (2)

It is customary to call h⇥iT,µB the trace anomaly too.
If thermal degrees of freedom are dominated by massless
particles as is the case in the high-T limit, the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is saturated and P ⇠ T 4 at high tem-
perature or P ⇠ µ4

B at high density, so that " = 3P .
Conversely, using thermodynamic relations, one can show
that h⇥iT,µB = 0 implies P / T 4 or P / µ4

B, respectively.
Thus, h⇥iT,µB is a probe for the thermodynamic contents
of matter.

The physical meaning of the trace anomaly is trans-
parent from the following relations:

h⇥iT,µB=0

T 4
= T

d⌫T
dT

,
h⇥iT=0,µB

µ4
B

= µB
d⌫µ
dµB

, (3)

where we quantify the e↵ective degrees freedom by ⌫T ⌘

P/T 4 and ⌫µ ⌘ P/µ4
B for hot matter at µB = 0 and dense

matter at T = 0, respectively. These imply that the
trace anomaly is proportional to the increasing rate of the
thermal degrees of freedom as the temperature/density
grows up.

Here, we propose to use

� ⌘
h⇥iT,µB

3"
=

1

3
�

P

"
. (4)

as a measure of the trace anomaly [53]. The thermo-
dynamic stability and the causality require P > 0 and

FIG. 1. Normalized trace anomaly read out from four inde-
pendent EoSs inferred from NS data; the blue solid line from
Ref. [44], the orange dashed line from Ref. [47], the green
dotted line from Ref. [48], and the red dot-dashed line from
Ref. [49]. We show two ab initio calculations (�EFT [45] and
pQCD [11]) and (a) and (b) are interpolations with 1� band
by the Gaussian process applied to di↵erent regions of NS
data.

P  ", respectively. Therefore �2/3  � < 1/3, and
� ! 0 in the scale-invariant limit.
We decompose the sound velocity as

v2s =
dP

d"
= v2s, deriv + v2s, non-deriv , (5)

where the derivative and the non-derivative terms are

v2s, deriv ⌘ �
d�

d⌘
, v2s, non-deriv ⌘

1

3
�� . (6)

Here, ⌘ ⌘ ln("/"0) and "0 is the energy density at nu-
clear saturation density, i.e., "0 = 150MeV/fm3. From
these expressions it is evident that the restoration of
conformality renders � ! 0 and d�/d⌘ ! 0, so that
v2s ' v2s, non-deriv ! 1/3 in the conformal limit at asymp-
totically high density.

Trace anomaly from the NS observations: In Fig. 1,
we show � extracted from various P (") constrained by
NS observables [44, 47–49]. The error band represents the
1� credible interval corresponding to the error in P (").
Since " is treated as an explanatory variable, the relative
error in �(") is assumed to be the same as that in P (").
For all these data � ⇠ 0 within the error at relatively

low energy density. Note that the red dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 1 follows from the analysis including pQCD as
an input [49], which makes the tendency � ⇠ 0 more
apparent.
Overall, Fig. 1 shows that the (normalized) trace

anomaly monotonically decreases with increasing ". At
asymptotically high density � ! 0 should be eventually
reached. It is nontrivial that the NS observations favor

The trace involved a parameter 
in the running coupling constant.

This is also an anomaly (breaking of conserved current).
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Scalar action continued

The dilatation current is conserved when the theory is scale invariant.
Sometimes, the scale invariance is characterized by the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor. Let’s see it!
Consider a scale-invariant theory:

L =
1
2
@µ�@

µ� �
�

4!
�4 .

Then, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is,

⇥
µ
µ = @

µ�@µ� � 4L = �@µ�@µ� +
�

3!
�4 = �@µ�@µ� � �⇤� ,

where the equation of motion, ⇤� + (�/3!)�3 = 0, is used. This is not vanishing... We
shall introduce a new form of the energy-momentum tensor,

⇥̃µ⌫ = ⇥µ⌫ �
1
6

(@µ@⌫ � gµ⌫⇤)�2 .

[Prob. 24] Show the following for m = 0:

@µ⇥̃
µ⌫ = 0 , ⇥̃

µ
µ = 0 .
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Relation between the dilatation current and 
the energy-momentum tensor

Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

The dilatation current is conserved when the theory is scale invariant.
Sometimes, the scale invariance is characterized by the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor. Let’s see it!
Consider a scale-invariant theory:

L =
1
2
@µ�@

µ� �
�

4!
�4 .

Then, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is,

⇥
µ
µ = @

µ�@µ� � 4L = �@µ�@µ� +
�

3!
�4 = �@µ�@µ� � �⇤� ,

where the equation of motion, ⇤� + (�/3!)�3 = 0, is used. This is not vanishing... We
shall introduce a new form of the energy-momentum tensor,

⇥̃µ⌫ = ⇥µ⌫ �
1
6

(@µ@⌫ � gµ⌫⇤)�2 .

[Prob. 24] Show the following for m = 0:

@µ⇥̃
µ⌫ = 0 , ⇥̃

µ
µ = 0 .
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Obviously, the massless scalar is scale invariant:

However,

This is not zero???
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One can get the dilatation current from

The corresponding Noether current is

Canonical Quantization for Scalar
Scalar action

Before the quantization, let us derive some expressions for the Noether currents. The
energy-momentum tensor reads:

⇥µ⌫ =
@L

@(@µ�)
@⌫� � gµ⌫L = @µ� @⌫� � gµ⌫L .

This is a symmetric form, but is frequently further “improved”.
Let us consider the following infinitesimal dilatation:

x
µ
! x

0µ
' (1 + ✏)x

µ , �(x)! �0(x
0) ' (1 � ✏)�(x) ,

i.e., scaling according to the mass dimension. Then, for the m = 0 case,

�� = �0(x) � �(x) = �✏� � ✏xµ@µ� , �L = �4✏L � ✏xµ@µL = �✏@µ(x
µ
L) .

Using the formula of the Noether current (divided by �✏), we find the conserved current,

j
µ
dil = (@µ�)(� + x

⌫@⌫�) � x
µ
L = ⇥µ⌫x⌫ +

1
2
@µ�2 .

[Prob. 23] Confirm @µ j
µ
dil = 0 for m = 0 and also, for m , 0,

@µ j
µ
dil = m

2�2 , 0 .
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Canonical Quantization for Scalar
Scalar action

Before the quantization, let us derive some expressions for the Noether currents. The
energy-momentum tensor reads:

⇥µ⌫ =
@L

@(@µ�)
@⌫� � gµ⌫L = @µ� @⌫� � gµ⌫L .

This is a symmetric form, but is frequently further “improved”.
Let us consider the following infinitesimal dilatation:

x
µ
! x

0µ
' (1 + ✏)x

µ , �(x)! �0(x
0) ' (1 � ✏)�(x) ,

i.e., scaling according to the mass dimension. Then, for the m = 0 case,

�� = �0(x) � �(x) = �✏� � ✏xµ@µ� , �L = �4✏L � ✏xµ@µL = �✏@µ(x
µ
L) .

Using the formula of the Noether current (divided by �✏), we find the conserved current,

j
µ
dil = (@µ�)(� + x

⌫@⌫�) � x
µ
L = ⇥µ⌫x⌫ +

1
2
@µ�2 .

[Prob. 23] Confirm @µ j
µ
dil = 0 for m = 0 and also, for m , 0,

@µ j
µ
dil = m

2�2 , 0 .
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Canonical Quantization for Scalar
Scalar action

Before the quantization, let us derive some expressions for the Noether currents. The
energy-momentum tensor reads:

⇥µ⌫ =
@L

@(@µ�)
@⌫� � gµ⌫L = @µ� @⌫� � gµ⌫L .

This is a symmetric form, but is frequently further “improved”.
Let us consider the following infinitesimal dilatation:

x
µ
! x

0µ
' (1 + ✏)x

µ , �(x)! �0(x
0) ' (1 � ✏)�(x) ,

i.e., scaling according to the mass dimension. Then, for the m = 0 case,

�� = �0(x) � �(x) = �✏� � ✏xµ@µ� , �L = �4✏L � ✏xµ@µL = �✏@µ(x
µ
L) .

Using the formula of the Noether current (divided by �✏), we find the conserved current,

j
µ
dil = (@µ�)(� + x

⌫@⌫�) � x
µ
L = ⇥µ⌫x⌫ +

1
2
@µ�2 .

[Prob. 23] Confirm @µ j
µ
dil = 0 for m = 0 and also, for m , 0,

@µ j
µ
dil = m

2�2 , 0 .
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It is easy to confirm

The definition of conserved currents is not unique!
It is always possible to add “trivially” conserved parts.
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Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

The dilatation current is conserved when the theory is scale invariant.
Sometimes, the scale invariance is characterized by the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor. Let’s see it!
Consider a scale-invariant theory:

L =
1
2
@µ�@

µ� �
�

4!
�4 .

Then, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is,

⇥
µ
µ = @

µ�@µ� � 4L = �@µ�@µ� +
�

3!
�4 = �@µ�@µ� � �⇤� ,

where the equation of motion, ⇤� + (�/3!)�3 = 0, is used. This is not vanishing... We
shall introduce a new form of the energy-momentum tensor,

⇥̃µ⌫ = ⇥µ⌫ �
1
6

(@µ@⌫ � gµ⌫⇤)�2 .

[Prob. 24] Show the following for m = 0:

@µ⇥̃
µ⌫ = 0 , ⇥̃

µ
µ = 0 .
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The following energy-momentum tensor is also Okay!

The following dilatation current is also Okay!

Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

We can introduce a new form of the dilatation current,

j̃
µ
dil = j

µ
dil �

1
2
@µ�2

�
1
6

x⌫(@µ@⌫ � g
µ⌫⇤)�2

= j
µ
dil +

1
6
@⌫
h
(x
µ@⌫ � x

⌫@µ)�2
i
.

Because µ and ⌫ are anti-symmetric, obviously @µ j̃
µ
dil = 0 follows if @µ j

µ
dil = 0.

[Prob. 25] Make sure that the following relation is satisfied:

j̃
µ
dil = ⇥̃

µ⌫
x⌫ .

Once the above is shown, with @µ⇥̃µ⌫ = 0, it is immediate to check,

⇥̃
µ
µ = @µ j̃

µ
dil = 0 .

Note that all the differences are surface terms. It is even possible to add an extra term,
@µ⇤µ, in the Lagrangian, so that the desired forms are directly derived as the Noether
currents. In this sense, the ambiguity appears from the non-uniqueness of the
Lagrangian density to describe the same theory.
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Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

We can introduce a new form of the dilatation current,

j̃
µ
dil = j

µ
dil �

1
2
@µ�2

�
1
6

x⌫(@µ@⌫ � g
µ⌫⇤)�2

= j
µ
dil +

1
6
@⌫
h
(x
µ@⌫ � x

⌫@µ)�2
i
.

Because µ and ⌫ are anti-symmetric, obviously @µ j̃
µ
dil = 0 follows if @µ j

µ
dil = 0.

[Prob. 25] Make sure that the following relation is satisfied:

j̃
µ
dil = ⇥̃

µ⌫
x⌫ .

Once the above is shown, with @µ⇥̃µ⌫ = 0, it is immediate to check,

⇥̃
µ
µ = @µ j̃

µ
dil = 0 .

Note that all the differences are surface terms. It is even possible to add an extra term,
@µ⇤µ, in the Lagrangian, so that the desired forms are directly derived as the Noether
currents. In this sense, the ambiguity appears from the non-uniqueness of the
Lagrangian density to describe the same theory.
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Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

We can introduce a new form of the dilatation current,

j̃
µ
dil = j

µ
dil �

1
2
@µ�2

�
1
6

x⌫(@µ@⌫ � g
µ⌫⇤)�2

= j
µ
dil +

1
6
@⌫
h
(x
µ@⌫ � x

⌫@µ)�2
i
.

Because µ and ⌫ are anti-symmetric, obviously @µ j̃
µ
dil = 0 follows if @µ j

µ
dil = 0.

[Prob. 25] Make sure that the following relation is satisfied:

j̃
µ
dil = ⇥̃

µ⌫
x⌫ .

Once the above is shown, with @µ⇥̃µ⌫ = 0, it is immediate to check,

⇥̃
µ
µ = @µ j̃

µ
dil = 0 .

Note that all the differences are surface terms. It is even possible to add an extra term,
@µ⇤µ, in the Lagrangian, so that the desired forms are directly derived as the Noether
currents. In this sense, the ambiguity appears from the non-uniqueness of the
Lagrangian density to describe the same theory.
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Then, we can prove:

Canonical Quantization for Scalar

Scalar action continued

We can introduce a new form of the dilatation current,

j̃
µ
dil = j

µ
dil �

1
2
@µ�2

�
1
6

x⌫(@µ@⌫ � g
µ⌫⇤)�2

= j
µ
dil +

1
6
@⌫
h
(x
µ@⌫ � x

⌫@µ)�2
i
.

Because µ and ⌫ are anti-symmetric, obviously @µ j̃
µ
dil = 0 follows if @µ j

µ
dil = 0.

[Prob. 25] Make sure that the following relation is satisfied:

j̃
µ
dil = ⇥̃

µ⌫
x⌫ .

Once the above is shown, with @µ⇥̃µ⌫ = 0, it is immediate to check,

⇥̃
µ
µ = @µ j̃

µ
dil = 0 .

Note that all the differences are surface terms. It is even possible to add an extra term,
@µ⇤µ, in the Lagrangian, so that the desired forms are directly derived as the Noether
currents. In this sense, the ambiguity appears from the non-uniqueness of the
Lagrangian density to describe the same theory.
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FIG. 16. Speed of sound (left) and adiabatic compressibility (right) in strangeness-neutral, isospin-symmetric matter versus
temperature. Shown are results for several values of s/nB . The limit s/nB = 1 corresponds to the case of vanishing chemical
potentials. Dashed lines at low temperatures indicate QMHRG2020 model calculations, at high temperatures they show the
non-interacting quark-gluon gas results. In the inset HRG model calculations at lower temperatures are shown. The yellow
band indicates Tpc.
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Appendix A: Constrained partial derivatives

We summarize here relations for partial derivatives of
thermodynamic observables with respect to temperature,
keeping specific external conditions (x, y, z) fixed,

For any thermodynamic function f(T, µB , µQ, µS) we

have
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Similarly one has for two thermodynamic functions
f(T, µB , µQ, µS) and g(T, µB , µQ, µS) the relation
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In Eqs. A1 and A2 the derivatives of the chemical po-
tentials are taken on lines of constant x(T, µB , µQ, µS),
y(T, µB , µQ, µS) and z(T, µB , µQ, µS) in the space of ex-
ternal parameters (T, µB , µQ, µS). In the lattice QCD
context we usually work in the parameter space (T, µ̂ ⌘

µ/T ). Moreover, we conveniently work with reduced, i.e.
dimensionless, thermodynamic observables, i.e. we want
to replace e.g. ✏̂ = ✏/T 4, etc.
Changing the partial derivatives @µB to @µB/T and

introducing reduced observables is straightforward, as
these derivatives are taken at fixed T . We have for an
observable that has dimension of Tn the relation,

@f

@µB

����
T

= Tn�1
@f̂

@µ̂B

�����
T

. (A3)

Rewriting the temperature derivatives one has to be a

Speed of sound with increasing T at small densities

HotQCD Collab. 
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Suppressed around the phase transition (~1st-order PT) 
and approaching the conformal limit at high T
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FIG. 7. Pressure divided by net baryon-number density versus nB/T
3 (left) and nB/n0 (right), respectively. Shown are results

for strangeness-neutral, isospin-symmetric matter at several values of T . In the left hand figure we compare results obtained
from the full Taylor series for the pressure with those obtained in O

�
µ̂4
B

�
only (dashed lines). In the right hand side the grey

bands show a comparison with O
�
g2
�
high-T perturbation theory. The bands shown in both figure are shown up to values of

nB/T
3 or nB/n0 corresponding to µ̂B = 2.5 for T < 200 MeV and µ̂B = 3 otherwise.
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FIG. 8. The µ̂B-dependent contribution to the trace anomaly
in (2 + 1)-flavor QCD for several values of µ̂B . The yellow
band shows the line �((✏� 3p)/T 4)(Tpc(µ̂B)).

with µ̂B(T, n̂B) taken from Eq. 34. Results for
�✏(T, n̂B)/nB and �s(T, n̂B)/nB as functions of n̂B are
shown in Fig 10.

3. Comparison of Taylor series and their resummation

using Padé approximants

As seen already in the analysis of the Taylor expansion
for the pressure and net baryon-number density, Padé ap-
proximants agree well with the Taylor series themselves
at low µ̂B up to the region where we estimated the latter
to provide reliable results [14]. We will extend this ap-
proach here to the analysis of Taylor series for the energy
and entropy densities.

We use Padé approximants for thermodynamic observ-
ables derived from the Taylor series of the pressure in two
ways. On the one hand we construct Padé approximants
based on the Taylor series for a given observable, e.g.

the energy and entropy density series given in Eqs. 13
and 14 can be resummed using Padé approximants simi-
lar to that of the pressure series given in Eq. 23 by just
replacing the expansion coe�cients P2k by ✏2k or �2k, re-
spectively. On the other hand we use the P-Padé , i.e.
appropriate derivatives of the Padé approximants for the
pressure, for the energy and entropy densities as given in
Eqs. 24 and 25.

In Fig. 11 (left) we compare 6th and 8th-order Tay-
lor series for �p̂ with corresponding [4,2], [2,4] and [4,4]
Padé approximants introduced in Eqs. 20-23. Corre-
sponding results for �✏̂ are shown in Fig. 11 (right). In
the figure for the pressure (top, left) we compare the
6th-order Taylor expansion results with the two possible
[n,m] Padé approximants that use up to 6th-order ex-
pansion coe�cients. As can be seen the [4,2] Padé agrees
with the Taylor series result while the [2,4] Padé di↵ers
from these two in the temperature interval 150 MeV .
T . 180 MeV. In the (bottom, left) figure shows a com-
parison of the 8th-order Taylor expansion results with
the [4,4] Padé approximant. They are in good agreement
with each other. Moreover, as can be seen from the inset,
for large values of µ̂B the [2,4] and [4,4] Padé approxi-
mants stay in much better agreement with each other
than the [4,2] and [4,4] Padé approximants or, equiva-
lently, the 6th and 8th-order Taylor series. Similar con-
clusions can be drawn for the energy density shown in
the right hand part of the figure.

In Fig. 12 we compare at fixed values of the temper-
ature 8th-order Taylor expansion results with the [4,4]
Padé approximant as well as the P-Padé results for pres-
sure, energy and entropy densities that we have discussed
above and in Sec. II C. We generally find that the P-
Padé results for bulk thermodynamic observables are in
better agreement with the Taylor series results than the
[4,4] or [3,4] Padé approximants. This may not be too
surprising, as both approaches are based on a thermody-

The energy-momentum tensor in hydro variables:
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FIG. 16. Speed of sound (left) and adiabatic compressibility (right) in strangeness-neutral, isospin-symmetric matter versus
temperature. Shown are results for several values of s/nB . The limit s/nB = 1 corresponds to the case of vanishing chemical
potentials. Dashed lines at low temperatures indicate QMHRG2020 model calculations, at high temperatures they show the
non-interacting quark-gluon gas results. In the inset HRG model calculations at lower temperatures are shown. The yellow
band indicates Tpc.
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Appendix A: Constrained partial derivatives

We summarize here relations for partial derivatives of
thermodynamic observables with respect to temperature,
keeping specific external conditions (x, y, z) fixed,

For any thermodynamic function f(T, µB , µQ, µS) we

have
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Similarly one has for two thermodynamic functions
f(T, µB , µQ, µS) and g(T, µB , µQ, µS) the relation
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In Eqs. A1 and A2 the derivatives of the chemical po-
tentials are taken on lines of constant x(T, µB , µQ, µS),
y(T, µB , µQ, µS) and z(T, µB , µQ, µS) in the space of ex-
ternal parameters (T, µB , µQ, µS). In the lattice QCD
context we usually work in the parameter space (T, µ̂ ⌘

µ/T ). Moreover, we conveniently work with reduced, i.e.
dimensionless, thermodynamic observables, i.e. we want
to replace e.g. ✏̂ = ✏/T 4, etc.
Changing the partial derivatives @µB to @µB/T and

introducing reduced observables is straightforward, as
these derivatives are taken at fixed T . We have for an
observable that has dimension of Tn the relation,
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Rewriting the temperature derivatives one has to be a
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dense NS matter in deep cores.
Here we propose the trace anomaly scaled by the en-

ergy density as a measure of conformality. The sound
velocity is expressed solely in terms of the normalized
trace anomaly, and in this sense the latter is a more in-
formative quantity than v2s . Here, we extract the trace
anomaly from the EoSs inferred from the NS data [44, 47–
49]. We discuss the conformal limits h⇥iT,µB ! 0 and
v2s ! 1/3, and clarify the di↵erence. We show that the
enhancement in the sound velocity is not in contradiction
with conformality. We then discuss the possibility that
the trace anomaly is positive definite at all densities. We
give a number of arguments for the positivity of the trace
anomaly and discuss implications for NS physics.

Trace anomaly at finite baryon density: Scale trans-
formations lead to the dilatation current j⌫D = xµTµ⌫

for which @⌫j⌫D = Tµ
µ = ⇥ [50]. For conformal theo-

ries ⇥ = 0 but in QCD both quark masses and the trace
anomaly explicitly break the scale invariance [51, 52]

⇥ =
�

2g
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫
a + (1 + �m)

X

f

mf q̄fqf , (1)

where �/2g = �(11� 2Nf/3)↵s/8⇡+O(↵2
s) is the QCD

beta function and �m = 2↵s/⇡+O(↵2
s) is the anomalous

dimension of the quark mass.
At finite T and/or µB, the expectation value involves a

matter contribution as h⇥i = h⇥iT,µB + h⇥i0 where h⇥i0

represents the vacuum expectation value at T = µB = 0.
In this work we will focus on the matter contribution
only and yet it is customary to call h⇥iT,µB the trace
anomaly. The matter part of the trace anomaly satisfies
the following relation:

h⇥iT,µB = "� 3P . (2)

If thermal degrees of freedom are dominated by massless
particles as is the case in the high-T limit, the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is saturated and P ⇠ T 4 at high tem-
perature or P ⇠ µ4

B at high density, so that " = 3P .
Conversely, using thermodynamic relations, one can show
that h⇥iT,µB = 0 implies P / T 4 or P / µ4

B, respectively.
Thus, h⇥iT,µB is a probe for the thermodynamic contents
of matter.

The physical meaning of the trace anomaly is trans-
parent from the following relations:

h⇥iT,µB=0

T 4
= T

d⌫T
dT

,
h⇥iT=0,µB

µ4
B

= µB
d⌫µ
dµB

, (3)

where we quantify the e↵ective degrees freedom by ⌫T ⌘

P/T 4 and ⌫µ ⌘ P/µ4
B for hot matter at µB = 0 and dense

matter at T = 0, respectively. These imply that the
trace anomaly is proportional to the increasing rate of the
thermal degrees of freedom as the temperature/density
grows up.

FIG. 1. Normalized trace anomaly read out from four inde-
pendent EoSs inferred from NS data; the blue solid line from
Ref. [44], the orange dashed line from Ref. [47], the green
dotted line from Ref. [48], and the red dot-dashed line from
Ref. [49]. We show two ab initio calculations (�EFT and
pQCD) and (a) and (b) are interpolations with 1� band by
the Gaussian process applied to di↵erent regions of NS data.

Here, we propose to use

� ⌘
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3"
=

1

3
�

P

"
. (4)

as a measure of the trace anomaly [53]. The thermo-
dynamic stability and the causality require P > 0 and
P  ", respectively. Therefore �2/3  � < 1/3. In the
scale-invariant limit � ! 0.
We can decompose the sound velocity as

v2s =
dP

d"
= v2s, deriv + v2s, non-deriv , (5)

where the derivative and the non-derivative terms are
determined by �:

v2s, deriv ⌘ �
d�

d⌘
, v2s, non-deriv ⌘

1

3
�� . (6)

Here, ⌘ ⌘ ln("/"0) and "0 is the energy density at nu-
clear saturation density. We choose "0 = 150MeV/fm3

throughout this work. From these expressions it is evi-
dent that the restoration of conformality renders � ! 0
and d�/d⌘ ! 0, so that v2s ' v2s, non-deriv ! 1/3 in the
conformal limit at asymptotically high density.

Trace anomaly from the NS observations: In Fig. 1,
we show � extracted from various P (") constrained by
NS observables [44, 47–49]. The error band represents the
1� credible interval corresponding to the error in P (").
Since " is treated as an explanatory variable, the relative
error in �(") is assumed to be the same as that in P (").
For all these data � ⇠ 0 within the error at relatively

low energy density. Note that the red dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 1 follows from the analysis including pQCD as

Fujimoto-Fukushima-McLerran-Praszalowicz (2022)
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Measure of conformality:
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In this work we will focus on the matter contribution
only and yet it is customary to call h⇥iT,µB the trace
anomaly. The matter part of the trace anomaly satisfies
the following relation:

h⇥iT,µB = "� 3P . (2)

If thermal degrees of freedom are dominated by massless
particles as is the case in the high-T limit, the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is saturated and P ⇠ T 4 at high tem-
perature or P ⇠ µ4

B at high density, so that " = 3P .
Conversely, using thermodynamic relations, one can show
that h⇥iT,µB = 0 implies P / T 4 or P / µ4

B, respectively.
Thus, h⇥iT,µB is a probe for the thermodynamic contents
of matter.

The physical meaning of the trace anomaly is trans-
parent from the following relations:

h⇥iT,µB=0

T 4
= T

d⌫T
dT

,
h⇥iT=0,µB

µ4
B

= µB
d⌫µ
dµB

, (3)

where we quantify the e↵ective degrees freedom by ⌫T ⌘

P/T 4 and ⌫µ ⌘ P/µ4
B for hot matter at µB = 0 and dense

matter at T = 0, respectively. These imply that the
trace anomaly is proportional to the increasing rate of the
thermal degrees of freedom as the temperature/density
grows up.

FIG. 1. Normalized trace anomaly read out from four inde-
pendent EoSs inferred from NS data; the blue solid line from
Ref. [44], the orange dashed line from Ref. [47], the green
dotted line from Ref. [48], and the red dot-dashed line from
Ref. [49]. We show two ab initio calculations (�EFT and
pQCD) and (a) and (b) are interpolations with 1� band by
the Gaussian process applied to di↵erent regions of NS data.

Here, we propose to use

� ⌘
h⇥iT,µB

3"
=

1

3
�

P

"
. (4)

as a measure of the trace anomaly [53]. The thermo-
dynamic stability and the causality require P > 0 and
P  ", respectively. Therefore �2/3  � < 1/3. In the
scale-invariant limit � ! 0.
We can decompose the sound velocity as

v2s =
dP

d"
= v2s, deriv + v2s, non-deriv , (5)

where the derivative and the non-derivative terms are
determined by �:

v2s, deriv ⌘ �
d�

d⌘
, v2s, non-deriv ⌘

1

3
�� . (6)

Here, ⌘ ⌘ ln("/"0) and "0 is the energy density at nu-
clear saturation density. We choose "0 = 150MeV/fm3

throughout this work. From these expressions it is evi-
dent that the restoration of conformality renders � ! 0
and d�/d⌘ ! 0, so that v2s ' v2s, non-deriv ! 1/3 in the
conformal limit at asymptotically high density.

Trace anomaly from the NS observations: In Fig. 1,
we show � extracted from various P (") constrained by
NS observables [44, 47–49]. The error band represents the
1� credible interval corresponding to the error in P (").
Since " is treated as an explanatory variable, the relative
error in �(") is assumed to be the same as that in P (").
For all these data � ⇠ 0 within the error at relatively

low energy density. Note that the red dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 1 follows from the analysis including pQCD as

Non-DerivativeDerivative
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FIG. 1. (Left) Normalized trace anomaly, I, as a function of dimensionless ⌘ for matter at finite temperature and zero density.
(Right) Sound velocity squared, c2s, as a function of ⌘ (thick solid line). The dotted and the dashed lines represent the non-

derivative (c2(0)s ) and the derivative (c2(1)s ) contributions to c2s.

FIG. 2. (Left) Normalized trace anomaly, I, as a function of dimensionless ⌘ for matter at finite density and zero temperature.
(Right) Sound velocity squared, c2s, as a function of ⌘ (thick solid line). The dotted and the dashed lines represent the non-

derivative (c2(0)s ) and the derivative (c2(1)s ) contributions to c2s.

For the moment let us discard the perturbative tail and work with � = 0.

The plots can be made in the same way as the finite temperature case, which look very di↵erent from Fig. 1. As

a function of dimensionless ⌘, the trace anomaly exhibits transitional change as in the left panel of Fig. 2 and the

sound velocity is dominated by the nonderivative contribution as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.

−
Δ

η = ln(ε/ε0)

12

FIG. 7. Pressure divided by net baryon-number density versus nB/T
3 (left) and nB/n0 (right), respectively. Shown are results

for strangeness-neutral, isospin-symmetric matter at several values of T . In the left hand figure we compare results obtained
from the full Taylor series for the pressure with those obtained in O

�
µ̂4
B

�
only (dashed lines). In the right hand side the grey

bands show a comparison with O
�
g2
�
high-T perturbation theory. The bands shown in both figure are shown up to values of

nB/T
3 or nB/n0 corresponding to µ̂B = 2.5 for T < 200 MeV and µ̂B = 3 otherwise.
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FIG. 8. The µ̂B-dependent contribution to the trace anomaly
in (2 + 1)-flavor QCD for several values of µ̂B . The yellow
band shows the line �((✏� 3p)/T 4)(Tpc(µ̂B)).

with µ̂B(T, n̂B) taken from Eq. 34. Results for
�✏(T, n̂B)/nB and �s(T, n̂B)/nB as functions of n̂B are
shown in Fig 10.

3. Comparison of Taylor series and their resummation

using Padé approximants

As seen already in the analysis of the Taylor expansion
for the pressure and net baryon-number density, Padé ap-
proximants agree well with the Taylor series themselves
at low µ̂B up to the region where we estimated the latter
to provide reliable results [14]. We will extend this ap-
proach here to the analysis of Taylor series for the energy
and entropy densities.

We use Padé approximants for thermodynamic observ-
ables derived from the Taylor series of the pressure in two
ways. On the one hand we construct Padé approximants
based on the Taylor series for a given observable, e.g.

the energy and entropy density series given in Eqs. 13
and 14 can be resummed using Padé approximants simi-
lar to that of the pressure series given in Eq. 23 by just
replacing the expansion coe�cients P2k by ✏2k or �2k, re-
spectively. On the other hand we use the P-Padé , i.e.
appropriate derivatives of the Padé approximants for the
pressure, for the energy and entropy densities as given in
Eqs. 24 and 25.

In Fig. 11 (left) we compare 6th and 8th-order Tay-
lor series for �p̂ with corresponding [4,2], [2,4] and [4,4]
Padé approximants introduced in Eqs. 20-23. Corre-
sponding results for �✏̂ are shown in Fig. 11 (right). In
the figure for the pressure (top, left) we compare the
6th-order Taylor expansion results with the two possible
[n,m] Padé approximants that use up to 6th-order ex-
pansion coe�cients. As can be seen the [4,2] Padé agrees
with the Taylor series result while the [2,4] Padé di↵ers
from these two in the temperature interval 150 MeV .
T . 180 MeV. In the (bottom, left) figure shows a com-
parison of the 8th-order Taylor expansion results with
the [4,4] Padé approximant. They are in good agreement
with each other. Moreover, as can be seen from the inset,
for large values of µ̂B the [2,4] and [4,4] Padé approxi-
mants stay in much better agreement with each other
than the [4,2] and [4,4] Padé approximants or, equiva-
lently, the 6th and 8th-order Taylor series. Similar con-
clusions can be drawn for the energy density shown in
the right hand part of the figure.

In Fig. 12 we compare at fixed values of the temper-
ature 8th-order Taylor expansion results with the [4,4]
Padé approximant as well as the P-Padé results for pres-
sure, energy and entropy densities that we have discussed
above and in Sec. II C. We generally find that the P-
Padé results for bulk thermodynamic observables are in
better agreement with the Taylor series results than the
[4,4] or [3,4] Padé approximants. This may not be too
surprising, as both approaches are based on a thermody-
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FIG. 16. Speed of sound (left) and adiabatic compressibility (right) in strangeness-neutral, isospin-symmetric matter versus
temperature. Shown are results for several values of s/nB . The limit s/nB = 1 corresponds to the case of vanishing chemical
potentials. Dashed lines at low temperatures indicate QMHRG2020 model calculations, at high temperatures they show the
non-interacting quark-gluon gas results. In the inset HRG model calculations at lower temperatures are shown. The yellow
band indicates Tpc.
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Appendix A: Constrained partial derivatives

We summarize here relations for partial derivatives of
thermodynamic observables with respect to temperature,
keeping specific external conditions (x, y, z) fixed,

For any thermodynamic function f(T, µB , µQ, µS) we

have

✓
@f

@T

◆

(x,y,z)

=

✓
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(µB ,µQ,µS)

(A1)
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.

Similarly one has for two thermodynamic functions
f(T, µB , µQ, µS) and g(T, µB , µQ, µS) the relation

✓
@f

@g

◆

(x,y,z)

=
(@f/@T )

(x,y,z)

(@g/@T )
(x,y,z)

(A2)

In Eqs. A1 and A2 the derivatives of the chemical po-
tentials are taken on lines of constant x(T, µB , µQ, µS),
y(T, µB , µQ, µS) and z(T, µB , µQ, µS) in the space of ex-
ternal parameters (T, µB , µQ, µS). In the lattice QCD
context we usually work in the parameter space (T, µ̂ ⌘

µ/T ). Moreover, we conveniently work with reduced, i.e.
dimensionless, thermodynamic observables, i.e. we want
to replace e.g. ✏̂ = ✏/T 4, etc.
Changing the partial derivatives @µB to @µB/T and

introducing reduced observables is straightforward, as
these derivatives are taken at fixed T . We have for an
observable that has dimension of Tn the relation,

@f

@µB

����
T

= Tn�1
@f̂

@µ̂B

�����
T

. (A3)

Rewriting the temperature derivatives one has to be a
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Speed of Sound
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Ab Initio EoS in the Low and High Density Regions

Nuclear Matter (ÂEFT)
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(pQCD)Drischler et al. (2020)

Kurkela et al. (2010)

Very Soft!

Very Soft!
Stiffening in the 
intermediate region 
is necessary to 
support massive 
neutron stars.

A peak is just 
unavoidable!
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FIG. 2. EOS candidates with a crossover (left) and a strong first-order transition (right) interpo-

lated between �EFT (nuclear branch) and pQCD (quark branch). The blue band represents the 1�

uncertainty in �EFT and the orange band represents the renormalization scale uncertainty from

X = 2 (lower) to X = 4 (upper) using the notation in Ref. [42]. Gray bands show the data-driven

EOSs inferred from the Bayesian (edged by dashed [26] and dotted lines [43, 44]) and deep learning

(edged by a solid line [37, 38]) analyses. The maximum NS masses are 1.98M� (with the central

pressure 0.26GeV/fm3) and 2.32M� for the EOSs with and without crossover, respectively, while

the central pressure is 0.062GeV/fm3 for 1.4M�.

classes according to the critical density of the phase transition. Figure 2 summarizes two

representative scenarios.

III. NUMERICAL SETUPS AND RESULTS

We shall explain the common ingredients for our EOS construction. We note that the

terms, “soft” and “sti↵”, refer to the EOS with p relatively low and high, respectively, for

a given density, ⇢, or energy density, ". At low density (" . 0.25 GeV/fm3 in Fig. 2), a

blue shaded region labeled as “Nuclear Matter” represents the nuclear branch, that is, a

theoretical window predicted from N3LO �EFT [19]. At high density (" & 1 GeV/fm3 in

Fig. 2), the pQCD prediction is shown by an orange shaded region (quark branch) labeled as

“Quark Matter” on the figure. Although these are reliable constraints on the genuine EOS,

we still need to introduce at least two parameters. Here, one parameter, ⇢sti↵, which we

call the sti↵ening density, represents the breakdown point of �EFT, above which the EOS

Fujimoto-Fukushima-Hotokezaka-Kyutoku (2022)

We have performed the gravitational wave simulation.

[Crossover EOS] 
Quark matter onset 
~ Softening point

Many other ways 
for interpolation 
not excluded 
(systematic studies 
 needed further)
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Two non-trivial features

Figure 18. (Left) The speed of sound from our EoSs with and without the NICER data by the
shaded blue and the hatched orange regions. (Right) The speed of sound from fine binning (shaded
blue) and coarse binning (hatched orange) estimates.

Figure 19. A concrete shape of f(x) of our choice (blue curve) and typical training data (orange
dots) for nbase = 20 and ns = 5.

5 More on the Performance Test: Taming the Overfitting

In Sec. 3.2, we observed a quantitative difference between the learning curves for the training
data sets with and without data augmentation by ns = 100 as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Then, it would be a natural anticipation to consider that this ns data augmentation may
be helpful to overcome the problems of local minimum trapping and overfitting that we
often meet during the NN training. This section is aimed to discuss numerical experiments
to understand the behavior of the learning curve and the role of ns thereof. In particular,
we will focus on the overfitting problem here4.

– 30 –

A peak in the speed 
of sound???

Some hint to 
Quarkyonic?
(McLerran-Reddy)

Exceeding the 
conformal limit???
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Fujimoto-Fukushima-McLerran-Praszalowicz (2022)2

dense NS matter in deep cores.
Here we propose the trace anomaly scaled by the en-

ergy density as a measure of conformality. The sound
velocity is expressed solely in terms of the normalized
trace anomaly, and in this sense the latter is a more in-
formative quantity than v2s . Here, we extract the trace
anomaly from the EoSs inferred from the NS data [44, 47–
49]. We discuss the conformal limits h⇥iT,µB ! 0 and
v2s ! 1/3, and clarify the di↵erence. We show that the
enhancement in the sound velocity is not in contradiction
with conformality. We then discuss the possibility that
the trace anomaly is positive definite at all densities. We
give a number of arguments for the positivity of the trace
anomaly and discuss implications for NS physics.

Trace anomaly at finite baryon density: Scale trans-
formations lead to the dilatation current j⌫D = xµTµ⌫

for which @⌫j⌫D = Tµ
µ = ⇥ [50]. For conformal theo-

ries ⇥ = 0 but in QCD both quark masses and the trace
anomaly explicitly break the scale invariance [51, 52]

⇥ =
�

2g
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫
a + (1 + �m)

X

f

mf q̄fqf , (1)

where �/2g = �(11� 2Nf/3)↵s/8⇡+O(↵2
s) is the QCD

beta function and �m = 2↵s/⇡+O(↵2
s) is the anomalous

dimension of the quark mass.
At finite T and/or µB, the expectation value involves a

matter contribution as h⇥i = h⇥iT,µB + h⇥i0 where h⇥i0

represents the vacuum expectation value at T = µB = 0.
In this work we will focus on the matter contribution
only and yet it is customary to call h⇥iT,µB the trace
anomaly. The matter part of the trace anomaly satisfies
the following relation:

h⇥iT,µB = "� 3P . (2)

If thermal degrees of freedom are dominated by massless
particles as is the case in the high-T limit, the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is saturated and P ⇠ T 4 at high tem-
perature or P ⇠ µ4

B at high density, so that " = 3P .
Conversely, using thermodynamic relations, one can show
that h⇥iT,µB = 0 implies P / T 4 or P / µ4

B, respectively.
Thus, h⇥iT,µB is a probe for the thermodynamic contents
of matter.

The physical meaning of the trace anomaly is trans-
parent from the following relations:

h⇥iT,µB=0

T 4
= T

d⌫T
dT

,
h⇥iT=0,µB

µ4
B

= µB
d⌫µ
dµB

, (3)

where we quantify the e↵ective degrees freedom by ⌫T ⌘

P/T 4 and ⌫µ ⌘ P/µ4
B for hot matter at µB = 0 and dense

matter at T = 0, respectively. These imply that the
trace anomaly is proportional to the increasing rate of the
thermal degrees of freedom as the temperature/density
grows up.
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FIG. 1. Normalized trace anomaly read out from four inde-
pendent EoSs inferred from NS data; the blue solid line from
Ref. [44], the orange dashed line from Ref. [47], the green
dotted line from Ref. [48], and the red dot-dashed line from
Ref. [49]. We show two ab initio calculations (�EFT and
pQCD) and (a) and (b) are interpolations with 1� band by
the Gaussian process applied to di↵erent regions of NS data.

Here, we propose to use

� ⌘
h⇥iT,µB

3"
=

1

3
�

P

"
. (4)

as a measure of the trace anomaly [53]. The thermo-
dynamic stability and the causality require P > 0 and
P  ", respectively. Therefore �2/3  � < 1/3. In the
scale-invariant limit � ! 0.
We can decompose the sound velocity as

v2s =
dP

d"
= v2s, deriv + v2s, non-deriv , (5)

where the derivative and the non-derivative terms are
determined by �:

v2s, deriv ⌘ �
d�

d⌘
, v2s, non-deriv ⌘

1

3
�� . (6)

Here, ⌘ ⌘ ln("/"0) and "0 is the energy density at nu-
clear saturation density. We choose "0 = 150MeV/fm3

throughout this work. From these expressions it is evi-
dent that the restoration of conformality renders � ! 0
and d�/d⌘ ! 0, so that v2s ' v2s, non-deriv ! 1/3 in the
conformal limit at asymptotically high density.

Trace anomaly from the NS observations: In Fig. 1,
we show � extracted from various P (") constrained by
NS observables [44, 47–49]. The error band represents the
1� credible interval corresponding to the error in P (").
Since " is treated as an explanatory variable, the relative
error in �(") is assumed to be the same as that in P (").
For all these data � ⇠ 0 within the error at relatively

low energy density. Note that the red dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 1 follows from the analysis including pQCD as

Different 
InterpolationsML

Very different 
from the finite 
temperature case!
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2

FIG. 1. (Left) Normalized trace anomaly, I, as a function of dimensionless ⌘ for matter at finite temperature and zero density.
(Right) Sound velocity squared, c2s, as a function of ⌘ (thick solid line). The dotted and the dashed lines represent the non-

derivative (c2(0)s ) and the derivative (c2(1)s ) contributions to c2s.

FIG. 2. (Left) Normalized trace anomaly, I, as a function of dimensionless ⌘ for matter at finite density and zero temperature.
(Right) Sound velocity squared, c2s, as a function of ⌘ (thick solid line). The dotted and the dashed lines represent the non-

derivative (c2(0)s ) and the derivative (c2(1)s ) contributions to c2s.

For the moment let us discard the perturbative tail and work with � = 0.

The plots can be made in the same way as the finite temperature case, which look very di↵erent from Fig. 1. As

a function of dimensionless ⌘, the trace anomaly exhibits transitional change as in the left panel of Fig. 2 and the

sound velocity is dominated by the nonderivative contribution as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.
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dense NS matter in deep cores.
Here we propose the trace anomaly scaled by the en-

ergy density as a measure of conformality. The sound
velocity is expressed solely in terms of the normalized
trace anomaly, and in this sense the latter is a more in-
formative quantity than v2s . Here, we extract the trace
anomaly from the EoSs inferred from the NS data [44, 47–
49]. We discuss the conformal limits h⇥iT,µB ! 0 and
v2s ! 1/3, and clarify the di↵erence. We show that the
enhancement in the sound velocity is not in contradiction
with conformality. We then discuss the possibility that
the trace anomaly is positive definite at all densities. We
give a number of arguments for the positivity of the trace
anomaly and discuss implications for NS physics.

Trace anomaly at finite baryon density: Scale trans-
formations lead to the dilatation current j⌫D = xµTµ⌫

for which @⌫j⌫D = Tµ
µ = ⇥ [50]. For conformal theo-

ries ⇥ = 0 but in QCD both quark masses and the trace
anomaly explicitly break the scale invariance [51, 52]

⇥ =
�

2g
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫
a + (1 + �m)

X

f

mf q̄fqf , (1)

where �/2g = �(11� 2Nf/3)↵s/8⇡+O(↵2
s) is the QCD

beta function and �m = 2↵s/⇡+O(↵2
s) is the anomalous

dimension of the quark mass.
At finite T and/or µB, the expectation value involves a

matter contribution as h⇥i = h⇥iT,µB + h⇥i0 where h⇥i0

represents the vacuum expectation value at T = µB = 0.
In this work we will focus on the matter contribution
only and yet it is customary to call h⇥iT,µB the trace
anomaly. The matter part of the trace anomaly satisfies
the following relation:

h⇥iT,µB = "� 3P . (2)

If thermal degrees of freedom are dominated by massless
particles as is the case in the high-T limit, the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is saturated and P ⇠ T 4 at high tem-
perature or P ⇠ µ4

B at high density, so that " = 3P .
Conversely, using thermodynamic relations, one can show
that h⇥iT,µB = 0 implies P / T 4 or P / µ4

B, respectively.
Thus, h⇥iT,µB is a probe for the thermodynamic contents
of matter.

The physical meaning of the trace anomaly is trans-
parent from the following relations:

h⇥iT,µB=0

T 4
= T

d⌫T
dT

,
h⇥iT=0,µB

µ4
B

= µB
d⌫µ
dµB

, (3)

where we quantify the e↵ective degrees freedom by ⌫T ⌘

P/T 4 and ⌫µ ⌘ P/µ4
B for hot matter at µB = 0 and dense

matter at T = 0, respectively. These imply that the
trace anomaly is proportional to the increasing rate of the
thermal degrees of freedom as the temperature/density
grows up.
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FIG. 1. Normalized trace anomaly read out from four inde-
pendent EoSs inferred from NS data; the blue solid line from
Ref. [44], the orange dashed line from Ref. [47], the green
dotted line from Ref. [48], and the red dot-dashed line from
Ref. [49]. We show two ab initio calculations (�EFT and
pQCD) and (a) and (b) are interpolations with 1� band by
the Gaussian process applied to di↵erent regions of NS data.

Here, we propose to use

� ⌘
h⇥iT,µB

3"
=

1

3
�

P

"
. (4)

as a measure of the trace anomaly [53]. The thermo-
dynamic stability and the causality require P > 0 and
P  ", respectively. Therefore �2/3  � < 1/3. In the
scale-invariant limit � ! 0.
We can decompose the sound velocity as

v2s =
dP

d"
= v2s, deriv + v2s, non-deriv , (5)

where the derivative and the non-derivative terms are
determined by �:

v2s, deriv ⌘ �
d�

d⌘
, v2s, non-deriv ⌘

1

3
�� . (6)

Here, ⌘ ⌘ ln("/"0) and "0 is the energy density at nu-
clear saturation density. We choose "0 = 150MeV/fm3

throughout this work. From these expressions it is evi-
dent that the restoration of conformality renders � ! 0
and d�/d⌘ ! 0, so that v2s ' v2s, non-deriv ! 1/3 in the
conformal limit at asymptotically high density.

Trace anomaly from the NS observations: In Fig. 1,
we show � extracted from various P (") constrained by
NS observables [44, 47–49]. The error band represents the
1� credible interval corresponding to the error in P (").
Since " is treated as an explanatory variable, the relative
error in �(") is assumed to be the same as that in P (").
For all these data � ⇠ 0 within the error at relatively

low energy density. Note that the red dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 1 follows from the analysis including pQCD as

Figure 18. (Left) The speed of sound from our EoSs with and without the NICER data by the
shaded blue and the hatched orange regions. (Right) The speed of sound from fine binning (shaded
blue) and coarse binning (hatched orange) estimates.

Figure 19. A concrete shape of f(x) of our choice (blue curve) and typical training data (orange
dots) for nbase = 20 and ns = 5.

5 More on the Performance Test: Taming the Overfitting

In Sec. 3.2, we observed a quantitative difference between the learning curves for the training
data sets with and without data augmentation by ns = 100 as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Then, it would be a natural anticipation to consider that this ns data augmentation may
be helpful to overcome the problems of local minimum trapping and overfitting that we
often meet during the NN training. This section is aimed to discuss numerical experiments
to understand the behavior of the learning curve and the role of ns thereof. In particular,
we will focus on the overfitting problem here4.
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These results suggest that the peak in the speed of sound 
indicates nearly conformal metter (restoration of scale 
invariance) in dense matter in the neutron star.

In the community more and more authors have confirmed 
this conclusion with different methods.

Some fundamental explanation from Quantum Field 
Theory is necessary… any idea?

Any hint for exotic phases (like Quarkyonic, CSL, etc.) ?
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Any questions welcome!


